Testimonials

Enclosure History!

"I was so amazed that I could take
my sunglasses

off

and look through my new enclosure and my eyes
were very comfortable and soothed. What a treat!
This is a total new experience being out on the
water with no sunglasses in my new cool2sea™
enclosure.”
— Brenda Young
“I’ve had Clearview since 1990 and replaced one
panel with cool2sea™ this past spring. WOW!
I’m getting all cool2sea™ panels now! It is

easy on the eyes, it keeps me
cooler and it is great at night!”
— Capt. Joe Riley, Muff Diver Charters

June 1989: Clearview, clearer than glass distortion
free yacht enclosures are invented.
1990: “Track-to-Track” installations invented.
1990: Clearview makes a coated Swiss fabric its
standard and helps launch that fabric in America.
1991: Manual for patterning, fabrication and
installation of enclosures is written by inventor.
October 1991: “Life-time” thread is used in
Clearview enclosure for “South Jersey Champion,”
a 63’ Ocean Yacht shown at the Annapolis Boat
Show. This thread is made standard thereafter
and sets a new standard for entire industry.
January 1992: The name “Clearview” is dropped
for an invented “easy” word that quickly becomes
the most revered name in the industry.

The future is here . . . . .

February 1992: Display at Miami Boat Show
introduces product internationally and begins
education of public about all enclosure options
through use of website.

The Next Generation of Marine Enclosures

March 1992: 2 Captains and a seamstress with no
prior marine canvas knowledge taught by inventor for 2 weeks begin doing all “Jim Smith” boats.
This, after just over 2 months in business.

Your Path to the Future —

the 4U2SEA™ FRATERNITY MEMBER
serving your area:

Around 1993: An unscrupulous (our opinion)
marine canvas supplier expresses desire to buy in
but is denied by inventor. Supplier then promotes
his new sew-able polycarbonate with name
ironically similar to advertised Acrylite used by
inventor. Shortly thereafter calls from consumers
asking why product yellows results in consumers
continually being educated about polycarbonate
by inventor.
1999: Inventor files patent infringement case
against Barrett Enclosures to protect patent and
his licensed dealers. After making attorneys
wealthy, the suit is settled out of court nearly 3
years later with inventor receiving a check from
defendant’s insurance company and future
royalties from defendant.

Introduces the Next Generation
of Marine Enclosures

— and —

January 2012: Patent pending; cool2sea™.

It has been over 20 years since Clearview
was invented, and NOW . . .
e future is here!

Ready to make history, again . . .

with Steadfast 2 Marine Cover Fabric from

June 1992: Patent is issued with 50 claims.
1992: Inventor installs enclosure on 58’ Ocean
Yacht at the factory.
September 1, 1992: Canvas fabricator for several
major New Jersey boat manufacturers relents
to consumers/builders demand for a better
enclosure, signs license agreement and is taught
patterning/fabrication and installation methods
including track-to-track by inventor.
1993: panels slide open with “new” double track.
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Fabricated & Installed by the
4U2SEA™ Fraternity of Canvas Craftsmen
Utilizing without-a-stitch™ Technology
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Your Assurance!
patent pend ing

The 4U2SEA™ Fraternity of Canvas
Craftsmen/Fabricators/Innovators worked
together with some of the finest acrylic, clear
pvc vinyl, coated fabric, acrylic fabric, pvc
extrusion, thread, zipper and other material
manufactures in order to create a viable
catalyst for the “next generation” enclosure!
The Fraternity, possessing an unprecedented
combination of respect for tradition and an
out of the box approach toward innovation,
reviewed every aspect of current boat
enclosures, scrutinized all available materials
and took the initiative of commissioning new
materials in order to create superior
enclosures destined to be the next milestone
for the canvas industry. Increased area of
vision, cleaner look for borders and stronger
materials have all been addressed.
Additionally, as a result of a more efficient
system, Members of the 4U2SEA™ Fraternity
are able to offer enclosures that are easier on
the pocket for boaters to acquire. What’s
more, Fraternity Members are located in
even the smallest niches of the marine market
to better serve boaters. They are ready to
install the future on your boat!

cool2sea™ acrylic utilizes a proprietary
performance formulation to block 23% of the
heat conventional enclosures transmit, thus
keeping Captain, Crew and guest more
comfortable. Further, bridges and aft decks
able to attain only mediocre air-conditioning
results due to green-house effect when fully
enclosed, now find cool2sea™ facilitating to
a level of comfort not attainable previously.
Also comforting is the fact that cool2sea™
blocks 98% of all Ultra Violet light! UVA, the
most prevalent UV is present during all
daylight hours, penetrates clouds, plays a
major role in skin aging/wrinkling and causes
mutations that can lead to melanoma as well
as increases UVB’s cancer causing effects. In
addition, UVA causes chronic damage to the
eyes and is linked to the formation of
cataracts and macular degeneration. A telltale
sign of cool2sea™ is its attractive light green
hue that most find soothing, many find vision
enhancing and all find distinguishing.
Exclusively from 4U2SEA™, cool2sea™ is “the
next generation of marine enclosure!”

Boaters that know of an exceptional
fabricator may have him or her apply to join
the 4U2SEA™ Fraternity (qualifications and
restrictions do apply!) to become part of the
future as well.
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patent pend ing

clear2seauv™ acrylic blocks 98% of all
Ultra Violet light and is clearer than glass.
Those wanting the traditional clear look
combined with high-tech advancements
giving UV protection, longevity, clarity and
distortion free visibility with the ability to buff
out scratches that may occur will want
clear2seauv™. Available exclusively from
4U2SEA™, clear2seauv™— the future is now.

The 4U2SEA™ Fraternity is here to put your
mind at ease. Every Member of the Fraternity
is committed to making your enclosure
extraordinary. In addition, this means that
wherever your vessel may travel a Fraternity
Member will be able to take care of your
needs. You should also know that the vast
amount of collective talent making up the
Fraternity includes a team Captain with some
serious history (see “Enclosure History!”) and
working with a Captain that already charted
so much previously un-charted water is a real
asset. His willingness and enthusiasm to work
in a team effort to chart even further has been
of immense value, as is having an open mind
able to recognize contributions the aggregate
Fraternity can make. The cumulative effort is
evident in the new products developed.
What’s more, the effort never stops and the
boating public is the true beneficiary.

Acrylics do not create the polycarbonate
rainbow effect. Acrylics offered by the
4U2SEA™ Fraternity are ten times more break
resistant than conventional acrylic yet retain
the scratch resistance often sacrificed by
other products without the need for a coating, and if scratches do occur they can be
buffed out easily.

The numbered 4U2SEA™ sticker at the
inside top corner of each panel is your
authentication that only the finest materials
are used and also identifies the origination of
the panel quickly for future reference.
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